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ABSTRACT 

Individualized Scaffolding of Scientific Reasoning Development – Complementing Teachers 

with an Auto-agent 

Toi Sin Arvidsson 

 

Building on the success in a previous study in engaging the underserved middle-school 

population in the practice of science through individualized scaffolding, the current study sought 

to examine an automated-agent, Astro-world, developed to provide real-time guidance to 

students in order to increase the scalability of the intervention while maintaining the benefits of 

the individualized format. Through practices of argument and counterargument in advancing and 

challenging claims, the agent focused on coordination of multiple variables affecting an 

outcome, rather than only the foundational and more extensively studied strategy of controlled 

experimentation, in the context of a scenario in which students had to investigate multiple factors 

affecting the performance of potential astronauts in a space simulator. The intervention sought to 

help students see the purpose and value of scientific practices using social science content rather 

than traditional science topics. In addition to adapting the technology into a regular classroom 

setting in which the teacher is actively engaged (teacher-involved condition), the study included 

a second condition to determine if the technology could be used effectively without active 

teacher involvement (tech-only condition). Delayed far-transfer assessments showed that only 

students in the teacher-involved condition (but not the tech-only condition) outperformed those 

in a non-participating control group in recognizing the need for evidence and considering all 

contributing factors in making predictions. Furthermore, post-hoc analysis showed that these 

significant differences occurred predominantly among those who mastered the foundational 



 

 

control of variable skills. Possibilities are considered as to why teacher involvement was critical 

to effectiveness, and implications for classroom practice are addressed.
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Chapter I: Introduction 

The goals of science education have evolved over time. Besides learning content 

knowledge, it is widely agreed now that an important goal is for students to understand the value 

of science as collaborative practices that hypothesize, make inquiries, and debate as a way of 

constructing knowledge (Osborne, 2014; Sandoval, 2014; Lehrer & Schauble, 2015). Therefore, 

such education should provide students the experience of science as a practice and one that goes 

beyond procedural knowledge of conducting experiments. 

Such an experience involves epistemological growth in differentiating beliefs from 

evidence-supported claims – therefore growth in metacognition, including knowing what is not 

known. Such metacognition lays the way for developing the disposition to engage in 

investigation and experiment. As students develop strategies to experiment and interpret data, 

argumentation skills help them see the need to examine one’s statements and address opposing 

claims, which is crucial for advancing dialogues leading to knowledge construction. In sum, 

metacognition, strategies for experiments and interpreting data, as well as argumentation skills, 

are all essential parts of science and hence of learning to do science. 

In two recent studies (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016; Kuhn, Arvidsson, Lesperance, & 

Corprew, 2017), the author and team implemented an intervention intended to provide such a 

learning environment, with a particular goal of developing students to be multivariable thinkers. 

The intervention was problem-based investigating factors that predicted astronaut performance. 

Besides engaging students in scientific practice, a scaffolding protocol was designed to guide 

students by questioning without ever giving them explicit instruction regarding strategies. These 

scaffolds were intended to challenge students cognitively, while providing metacognitive 

supports. The study showed that, in a delayed-far-transfer posttest, participating students 
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outperformed non-participants in both experimentation and multivariable thinking skills for 

middle school and high school students. 

In addition, for middle-school students, comparing two instructional conditions – 

classroom versus individualized – we found students in the individualized setting performed 

better in the posttest, even though they spent less time overall in the intervention (an average of 

six 24-min sessions) than those in the classroom setting (10 45-min sessions). In the 

individualized condition, a human facilitator guided one pair of students at a time through all the 

activities; in the classroom condition, a teacher led the whole class through the activities, with 

students working in pairs. In both conditions, the same scaffolding protocol and activities were 

used, except that in the classroom setting, discussions were held as whole-class discussions and 

students engaged in memo-writing activities rather than the individual discussion between 

student pair and adult facilitator that took place in the individualized condition. 

The better results in the individualized condition, despite lesser time investment, were not 

entirely surprising. Students benefit from personalized learning in many content areas and 

contexts, but personalization may be even more crucial for a science learning experience, given 

the range of skills needing to develop in concert. The inability to scaffold each student within 

their zone of proximal development constitutes missed opportunities. Yet, personalized learning 

is difficult at best in classrooms. Besides personalization, the limited success in direct instruction 

of experimental skills among lower-performing students suggests that the type of scaffolding 

may also matter (Lorch, Lorch, Calderhead et al., 2010). 

The results of the Arvidsson and Kuhn (2016) study suggest that further examination is 

warranted regarding how best to integrate teacher-led activities with technology to provide 

personalized scaffolding that is both successful and scalable. Here, we address the question of 
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what combination of instructional activities is optimal if science education is to achieve its goals 

of developing deep understandings of science process as well as content. We thus devote the 

present study to further examination of the elements in the recent intervention that seems to be 

essential or most important. In particular we investigate how the desired learning objectives can 

be achieved while being scalable through use of an automated-agent. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

What Needs to Develop? 

Epistemological growth 

Epistemological beliefs are mainly defined as ones’ beliefs about the nature of knowledge 

and the nature of knowing (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). Those who hold a more mature view that 

knowledge is not merely a collection of facts but rather is complex and evolving are more likely 

to value knowledge as a result of evaluation of evidence rather than authority or unexamined 

beliefs. 

The developmental trajectory of epistemological growth begins with young children 

holding a naïve understanding of knowledge, believing that what they know are truths (Hofer, 

2008). Kuhn and Dean (2004) called them realists, who do not question whether there are 

differences between reality and what is asserted by someone to be reality. As children grow 

older, they become dualists or absolutists, who are aware of possible conflicting ideas and they 

develop the idea of universal objective truths. Yet they regard knowing as a collection of facts, 

most often provided by direct observation or by authority figures (Hofer, 2008). Gradually, most 

come to recognize subjectivities but while they acknowledge the existence of multiple views, 

there is a lack of differentiation among the quality of these views. They are multiplists. Some but 

not all, however, eventually develop into evaluativists who appreciate that certain views are 

more valid than others and that some information presented as fact is more reliable than other. 

Such an appreciation of the need for evaluation of ideas is fundamental to the practice of science 

and therefore an important goal of science education. However, unlike some of the 

developmental progressions in which children eventually reach the most advanced stage, not all 

adults are evaluativists; therefore, education is needed to bring about such development (Hofer, 
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2001; Kuhn & Dean, 2004). 

Researchers have observed how differences in epistemological beliefs predict differences 

in how students learn. Stathopoulou and Vosniadou (2007) argued that when faced with 

information that does not align with existing knowledge, one’s epistemological beliefs may 

influence how the person learn at two levels: Those who view knowledge as a collection of 

unchanged facts may be more likely to dismiss the new information as incorrect (Mason, 2003). 

In addition, because of such epistemological beliefs, their goal for knowledge acquisition of 

collecting unchanged facts provides little motivation in seeking resolution for conflicts between 

new information and existing knowledge (Sinatra, 2005). Similarly, Fazey (2010) also suggested 

that students will be more motivated to seek out deeper understanding of knowledge and to better 

understand and resolve conflicting information if they believe that knowledge is not just facts 

that are certain and unchanged. 

Previous research found that students’ epistemological beliefs about knowledge influence 

their learning approach as well as predicting academic performance and that those with more 

advanced beliefs tend to have more reflective thinking (Phan, 2008). Students who have the more 

mature belief that knowledge is complex and not absolute approach learning more deeply, 

presumably due to their awareness that knowledge does not constitute discrete facts that can be 

simply memorized (Cano, 2005).  

While more advanced epistemological beliefs seem to predict better learning strategies, 

not all people develop them (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). Furthermore, amount of education one has 

does not necessarily predict more sophisticated beliefs (Tsui, 1999). At the same time, mature 

understanding that knowledge evolves and depends on evidence was found less likely to change 

over a short period of time even after multi-session science instruction that included hands-on 
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activities of collecting data and drawing conclusions based on observations (Conley et al., 2004). 

Science major students presumably have more content knowledge about science but do not 

necessarily have higher-order critical thinking skills. Students who recognize science knowledge 

not as fixed facts were more likely to recognize complexities and evaluate contradictory claims 

(Liu, Lin, & Tsai, 2010). However, more topic knowledge is not necessarily an indication of 

more advanced epistemological beliefs; the relationship is complex and relies on the context of 

the judgment about the knowledge (Bromme, Kienhues, & Stahl, 2008). Moreover, among 

students within the same setting, SES and achievement level did not predict changes in students’ 

epistemological thinking, suggesting that students of all levels may face similar challenges 

(Conley et al., 2004).  

On the other hand, studies have shown that over a period of regular science instruction 

with hands-on experience, students relied less on authority and more on observations and 

expressed greater uncertainty about there existing one right answer in science (Conley, Pintrich, 

Vekiri et al, 2004). Focus on observation and exploration may have aided students in moving 

away from the reliance on authority; moreover, more focus on argument and reflection may also 

help students see that knowledge evolves and that evidence is needed to justify conclusions 

(Conley et al., 2004). 

Argumentation skills thus may also be closely associated with one’s epistemological 

thinking. Mason and Scirica (2006) found epistemological thinking to predict better 

argumentation skills in middle-school students. Felton and Kuhn (2007) believe that 

argumentation supports the development of more sophisticated thinking because it highlights 

disagreements in interpretation between well-respected figures, which indirectly show that 

knowledge cannot be treated as simplistic list of facts. Argumentation also helps make ones’ 
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thinking explicit—in defending one’s points when being challenged; those who take part in the 

debate experience the process of evaluating evidence, examining assumption and drawing 

conclusions, just as someone with sophisticated epistemological thinking would do on their own. 

There is evidence that presenting refutational text influences progression to more mature 

epistemological understanding. However, the opposite also has been reported of a decline 

(Kienhues, Bromme, & Stahl, 2008), suggesting such belief to be more fluid and less stable. In 

reality, one rarely relies on first-hand evaluation of evidence in judgments of the reliability of 

knowledge but rather has some ways of evaluating the trustworthiness of the source of 

information (Bromme, Kienhues, & Stahl, 2008). Nevertheless, in the context of teaching 

science as a process, it is an important goal to instill a more sophisticated sense of 

epistemological belief in realizing that construction of knowledge ultimately relies on evidence; 

while knowledge is not absolute, some interpretations may be more valid than others. 

Metacognitive development 

Epistemological beliefs and metacognition are closely related constructs. Some consider 

sophisticated epistemological beliefs as a motivation for a process of metacognitive monitoring 

to reach a goal (Bromme, Pieschl, & Stahl, 2010)—if one believes that justification of how 

evidence is evaluated to construct knowledge is needed, they might be more likely to set the 

goals for seeking out the evidence and then metacognitively monitor the execution of the plan 

and the strategies for evaluating the evidence to achieve such a goal. 

In the past, metacognition, self-regulation and self-regulated learning have sometimes 

been used to refer to similar processes, while at other times they are seen as a larger construct 

that includes the others (Garrisona & Akyolb, 2013; Dinsmore, Alexander, & Loughlin, 2008; 

Lai, 2011). For example, some researchers consider self-regulated learning to include different 
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processes involving learning and consider metacognition to be one of them (Loyens, Magda, & 

Rikers, 2008; Schraw, Crippen, & Hartley, 2006) and that metacognition is specifically the 

process of monitoring during learning (Winters, Greene, & Costich, 2008). Others consider 

metacognition and self-regulation to be unique constructs that are associated with each other 

(Fox & Roconscente, 2008). Pintrich, Wolters, and Baxter (2012), on the other hand, define 

metacognition to include a more static component of metacognitive knowledge, such as what one 

knows about certain declarative knowledge, along with the more dynamic processes of 

metacognitive control and regulation, which involve active judgment and control. Here, we 

consider metacognition to concern one’s awareness of one’s cognitive processes, allowing one to 

seek to control these processes (Livingston, 2003). Components of metacognition include 

judging, regulating and monitoring, which actively evaluate how well one is aware of one’s 

knowledge (Pintrich, Wolters, & Baxter, 2012). 

Most researchers agree that metacognition develops naturally as children mature, at least 

to some extent (Kuhn & Dean, 2004), without training (see Lai, 2011 for review). At the same 

time, research shows that, education can be beneficial to advance such development (Lai, 2011). 

For example, Sungur and Tekkaya (2006) found that Problem-Based-Learning, a learner-

centered teaching method that empowers students to learn through developing successful 

solutions for a well-defined problem (Savery, 2015), appears to help students achieve higher 

levels of metacognition. 

In the realm of problem solving and constructing strategies to achieve a goal, just as 

metacognition is at work when one constructs declarative knowledge, a similar type of judging 

and monitoring process may help students monitor and evaluate their ability to effectively design 

and implement their strategies. Students having better metacognition will successfully keep track 
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of their goals while they form strategies to achieve those goals. In addition, once they have 

devised a strategy, they will evaluate whether the strategy is likely to achieve those goals. Less 

successful students may lose track of what they intended to achieve; or once they have arrived at 

a strategy, they may not realize the need to evaluate whether the strategy will actually work. 

In the previous problem-based intervention (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016) mentioned above, 

a student’s ability to self-monitor was a bigger challenge in the classroom setting compared to 

the individualized setting. The intervention relies on student pairs to be self-directed learners 

while the teacher manages the entire classroom. A literature on self-regulated learning notes how 

the success of such learning goes hand in hand with facilitating students’ metacognition 

(Zimmerman, 2002). 

While metacognition is important, it does not work in a vacuum. As students attempt to 

solve problems, their knowledge and cognitive abilities in the given domain also limit how well 

they are able to address the problem. In a domain new to students, they may not have sufficient 

knowledge to fully inspect all aspects of the problems they are trying to solve when they evaluate 

their strategies against their goals. A strategy might appear to be successful because students fail 

to see weaknesses of the strategy. In other words, students may have the metacognitive resources 

to monitor their goals and execution of the strategy they constructed but lack the cognitive skills 

with regard to the problem they are trying to solve to allow them to come to an accurate 

conclusion regarding how successful their strategies are in this case. 

Consider an imaginary student who was given a problem of determining predictive 

relationships between multiple factors (say hours of television watching, family income, and age) 

and an outcome variable (say GPA). Let’s say the student chose a flawed strategy of evaluating 

only a single data point of one case and that the record showed a low level of television-watching 
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and a high GPA. When asked what she found out, a student who has weak metacognition might 

have lost track of the original goal of figuring out the causal relationships and instead become 

distracted and answer, “The student has a high GPA.” On the other hand, if she metacognitively 

keeps track of her plan, she might follow through with her strategy using the single data point 

and draw the conclusion that hours of watching televisions made a difference to the GPA. When 

asked how the conclusion was reached, she might say it was because when television-watching 

was low, the GPA was high. At this point, the student metacognitively kept track of her goal and 

planned to figure out the causal relationship between one factor and the outcome variable and 

drew conclusions related to that goal. However, she lacked the cognitive ability to recognize that 

her inference strategy and conclusion were both flawed. Scaffolding in this scenario may help 

the student see the aspects of the goal that she had not achieved (due to lack of comparison and 

therefore insufficient data), leading her to realize that a modification of her strategy was needed. 

In this way, developments in metacognitive and cognitive skills go hand in hand. 

Collaborative learning 

Collaborative learning is associated with social benefits such as receiving social support 

and enhanced motivation (Wentzel & Watkins, 2002). Some studies even found students to feel 

less anxiety when working with other students (Laal & Ghodsi, 2012). Furthermore, engaging in 

argumentation and communicating ideas are core elements of science practice (Osborne, 2014; 

Lehrer & Schauble, 2015). Scientific achievements are rarely products of a sole scientist working 

alone; working collaboratively with another student allows students to experience discussing 

their thoughts and hearing about and considering others’ thinking before coming to conclusions.  

Besides creating a more realistic scientific practice experience, collaborative learning 

may also allow students to support each other metacognitively because metacognition as a 
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cognitive process is both individual and social (Tarricone, 2011). For example, in collaborative 

projects, Winters, Greene, and Costich (2008) found students to help regulate each other while 

Hennessey (1999) found students to develop metacognitively. As a result of interacting with each 

other, one might become more aware about their cognitive process than without such interaction 

(Volet, Vauras, & Salonen, 2009) possibly because of the opportunity of encountering other 

perspectives in reflecting on the problem at hand (Lajoie & Lu, 2012). Researchers argue that 

when working in a group, besides invoking metacognition individually within each member, 

metacognition is “shared” socially, such as by monitoring each other as they work on a problem 

together with a common goal (Iiskala, Vauras, Lehtinen, & Salonen, 2011).  

While collaborative learning has many potential benefits, learning together with another 

student is most effective if students are genuinely interacting with each other to co-construct 

knowledge (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Meaningful interactions involve asking good questions and 

providing feedback. However, that is often challenging for students especially if they are new to 

the domain. Even among older students, implementing and improving collaborative skills is 

difficult. Passively providing generic guidelines for how students should interact with each other 

might not be sufficient in helping students ask good questions, even if it helps them ask more 

questions (Choi, Land, & Turgeon, 2005).  

In recent years, technology assisted learning research has made use of artificial 

intelligence to provide supports that encourage quality peer interactions between students 

interacting online (Magnisalis, Demetriadis, & Karakostas, 2011). Short of elaborate integration 

of artificial intelligence, other work shows success when students are first trained and then 

practice rules of collaboration – for example, Respect, Intelligent collaboration, Deciding 

together, and Encouragement (RIDE; Saab, van Joolingen, & van Hout-Wolters, 2011). Saab et 
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al. found students were more likely to plan and strategize as a team if they were first trained on 

RIDE and then participated in activities online that prompted students to attend to those rules, 

especially if their inquiry activities began with asking students to hypothesize together. The key 

to these prior successes might be in prompting students to collaborate in real time and reminding 

them how to effectively collaborate.  

Developing Multivariable Thinkers as a Key Objective 

The intervention reported here sought to support students in becoming multivariable 

thinkers. Science education and cognitive development research involving inquiry learning until 

recently have focused largely on students’ ability to accurately design informative experiments 

that allow them to identify relations between two variables (Lehrer & Schauble, 2006, 2015; 

Zimmerman, 2007). To be successful, students must understand the need to keep all other 

variables controlled while manipulating only the investigated variable and observing changes in 

the outcome variable—the control of variables skill (COV). COV is one of the key fundamental 

skills in experimental design emphasized in the Next Generation Science Standards (2013, 

Appendix F p.7 & 8): “Consider possible confounding variables or effects and evaluate the 

investigation’s design to ensure variables are controlled… Make directional hypotheses that 

specify what happens to a dependent variable when an independent variable is manipulated.” In 

recent years, various technology-based interventions have had varying degrees of success in 

helping students develop this skill (Dieterle & Clarke, 2007; Gobert, Sao Pedro, & Baker et al., 

2012; Kuhn & Pease, 2008). 

Eliminating confounding variables is an initial and essential step in determining whether 

a relation between two variables exists. However, practicing scientists commonly move beyond a 

univariable framework of one independent and one dependent variable to examine multivariable 
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relations. Whether in physical science or social science, those who seek to explain phenomena in 

the real world must take into consideration multiple factors working together in contributing to 

an outcome (Brusatte, Butler, & Barrett et al., 2015; Zimring, 2006), especially if the goal is to 

make accurate predictions of future events that can lead to effective policies and practices. For 

example, having a firm grasp on multiple contributing factors may impact how practitioners treat 

patients (Phelana, Burgess, Burke et al., 2015). While not yet achieving widespread recognition 

among science educators, coordinating multiple variables is arguably a higher-order cognitive 

skill critical to the development of scientific thinking (Kuhn, 2016; Grotzer et al.).  

Multivariable thinking, i.e., recognizing that multiple causes contribute to an outcome, 

both extends beyond the domain of science to everyday thinking and is more challenging than 

one might expect. Among the general adult population, only a small percentage are able to 

consistently take into account the multiple known contributors in making predictions (Kuhn, 

Ramsey, & Arvidsson, 2015). Many appeared to believe that a single cause is sufficient in 

explaining any outcome. Another source of difficulty is the belief bias that is implicit in most 

people’s thinking. Given the prevalence of belief bias in considering social problems, such as 

poverty (Cozzarelli, Wilkinson, & Tagler, 2011), beyond understanding science practice, in this 

age of internet access to complex information and arguments, being able to set aside one’s belief 

bias and consider the complexity of multiple variables having additive or interactive effects on 

an outcome is an essential 21st century skill, one having the potential to enable the next 

generation to better fulfill their civic duties in influencing political policy decisions. 

Personalized Scaffolding Environment 

While students in the classroom setting performed better than a business-as-usual control 

group in our previous study (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016), the students in the individualized setting 
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performed even better, despite spending only about one third of the time on average on the 

intervention. Essentially, students who received the scaffolding individually throughout the 

intervention performed better than those who spent more time on the activities but received the 

scaffolding only through memo-writing and whole-class discussions. All of this suggests that the 

type, the timing and the amount of scaffolding may all affect students’ performance. 

Besides easier on-task management, the individualized condition used in the 2016 has the 

advantage of scaffolding students at the precise, most “teachable” moments, when they 

constructed strategies, executed them, and drew conclusions. While students in the traditional 

classroom setting experienced similar challenges through memo-writing and whole-class 

discussion, the metacognitive scaffolding and feedback they received may not have been of 

sufficient frequency and/or timed optimally, as students were developing their skills. 

Scaffolding students at the moment when metacognitive judging and monitoring process 

are needed to direct students towards their goals may be effective in helping those who have yet 

developed stable metacognitive monitoring and control. Scaffolding tied to students’ behavior 

has long been found effective in acquiring declarative knowledge, possibly because it helps 

facilitate students to self-regulate (Azevedo & Hadwin, 2005). It appears that scaffolding that 

helps students monitor how well they are learning and evaluate their understanding could be one 

of the key elements in the success of scaffolding. Moreover, providing scaffolding at just the 

right learning moment may be equally as important (Hadwin, Wozney, & Pontin, 2005). 

Studies on acquiring declarative knowledge show that scaffolding serves to introduce 

metacognitive tools to help students strengthen the phases of learning—setting goals, executing 

learning plan, and evaluating their levels of learning (Hadwin, Wozney, & Pontin, 2005; 

Puntambekar & Stylianou, 2005). Similar mechanisms may be relevant in the case of students 
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developing cognitive skills, rather than only declarative knowledge. When students are 

constructing strategies to solve problems, scaffolding based on their inputs may help them 

evaluate how well the strategies will work. However, providing direct metacognitive supports in 

learning software has been limited and when it happens, the supports may not be specific enough 

for students to act on (Winne, Hadwin, & Perry, 2013). To address this issue, the protocol in the 

intervention studied here was designed to scaffold students both cognitively and metacognitively, 

primarily through questioning. 

Blank (2000) found that when metacognitive thinking was emphasized by asking students 

to reflect on their progress, students showed better concept learning. A similar mechanism may 

help students construct better strategies. As students’ claims are challenged, they are implicitly 

asked to reflect on their thinking, including the strategy used and the validity of their conclusions 

from the data selected based on the strategy. The scaffolding in the present intervention is 

designed to encourage reflections through questioning. 

For example, when students falsely draw causal conclusion based on one case of data, the 

protocol in our intervention asks, “What would happen to the outcome if the factor changes from 

high to low (or low to high depending on the case selected)?” (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016). Here, 

the scaffolding does not directly point out the error in the student’s conclusion; instead, it draws 

attention to the implication of the student’s conclusion and gives the student a chance to re-

examine their claim. In order to answer this question, students with better developed 

metacognition may re-evaluate their claim and realize that they lack sufficient data to answer the 

question, whereas others may simply respond based on their claim and say that the outcome 

would also have a lower (or higher, depending on their claims) level. Following such a response, 

the protocol further scaffolds the students by asking, “Are you sure? Why don’t you find out?” 
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Here, similar to the metacognitive judgment of confidence about one’s declarative 

knowledge, such metacognition helps students evaluate the level of confidence that they have 

about their strategy. By suggesting students to find out, the scaffold explicitly helps students 

regulate by suggesting that they confirm whether their claim was correct. Following such a 

suggestion, students look for a new data point to determine if they were correct. As they do that, 

students who metacognitively kept track of the original goal of identifying a relationship 

between the investigated factor and the outcome variable may recognize the usefulness of 

finding a second data point and re-evaluate their conclusions based on the two data points.  

Once students achieve the more advanced strategy of making comparisons, they may lack 

the awareness or cognitive skill to recognize the need for controlling other factors. More 

scaffolding will accordingly be needed. Once students construct and apply the optimal strategy 

and come to correct conclusions, the protocol further scaffolds by challenging students with 

contradicting claims. These questions challenge students to re-evaluate their solutions from 

another point of view. Those who have achieved sufficient mastery should be able to point to the 

weakness of the contradictory claim and explain why the claim is incorrect. Those who have not 

would require more scaffolding. 

As students learn to think in terms of a multivariable model, in which multiple factors 

working in conjunction with each other to influence an outcome, they must relinquish incorrect 

mental models, most importantly one that assumes a casual relationship based on the mere co-

existence of certain levels of two variables. Constructing mental models is critical for students to 

be able to effectively monitor their cognition (Hogan & Thomas, 2001). Cognitive 

disequilibrium can be helpful for triggering and solidifying conceptual changes as students give 

up incorrect mental models and adopt new models (Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Gunstone & 
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Mitchell, 1998; Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993). Similarly, by allowing students opportunities to 

construct strategies without direct instruction, they are afforded the opportunity of experiencing 

cognitive disequilibrium, as they are then challenged to realize the insufficiencies of their 

strategies. We expect this process to encourage deeper growth. Just as the development of an 

autonomous learner encompasses a range of necessary skills working together (Schraw, Crippen 

& Hartley, 2006), the development of a scientific thinker, who sees the value of science practices 

as ways of constructing knowledge and has the skills to do so, requires a range of skills to be 

developed in concert. By asking questions in real time that draw students’ attention to 

meaningful evaluation towards their goals, challenging students to see various implications of 

their own claims, and providing counterarguments that students must think hard to refute, the 

scaffold invokes students’ metacognition and challenges students cognitively within their zones 

of proximal development, to allow them to develop new skills and understanding.  

Astro-world – a Technology Integrated Solution 

To provide the benefit of personalized scaffolding described in the previous section while 

helping students develop the range of skills necessary as discussed above, an online program 

named Astro-world was developed by the author for this study to achieve the scalability of the 

whole-class format while maintaining the benefits of the individualized format in the previous 

study (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016). Advancement in technology opens the potentials for 

personalized learning that were not possible in the past. Teachable agents that challenged 

students were found to promote reflective thinking and deeper learning (Pareto, 2014; Schwartz 

et al., 2007). 

While technology could be helpful, technology that provides students with a lot of control 

of their learning process may not always work well for students low in self-regulation (Winters, 
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Greene, & Costich, 2008). Therefore, being able to gauge the level of support needed by a 

student may be crucial to the success of the technology. Technology has potentials for creating 

meaningful, personalized, conversational-based learning environments; yet, processing natural 

language can be so resource intensive that its implementation is prohibitive. Instead, programs 

may be designed to simulate conversations by matching students’ responses to a limited set of 

expected content, an approach that requires familiarity and expertise in the subject domain and in 

linguistic analysis (Graesser, 2015). 

To provide personalized scaffolding in the problem-based intervention, Astro-world is an 

automated-agent developed to take the place of a human facilitator in guiding students to 

problem solve and achieve the goal of the activity by anticipating students’ responses. It adapted 

the scaffolding protocol in the previous Arvidsson and Kuhn (2016) study in facilitating students 

through all the activities. Given the challenges of natural-language processing, it is therefore 

important to minimize the complexity of natural-language processing and limit the scope of 

students’ responses that the system needs to process open-endedly for our technology. By 

leveraging existing understandings and observations of student behaviors from previous studies 

as they engage in solving the problems in the individualized in-person condition in our earlier 

work, it has proven possible to focus the technology development on common paths seen among 

students, in order to develop an effective automated-agent. 

Summary 

Further examination is warranted of the previously developed intervention (Arvidsson & 

Kuhn, 2016; Kuhn, Arvidsson, Lesperance, & Corprew, 2017) that was found successful with 

low performing students in a school serving an academically underprivileged population. The 

previous study found the individualized condition to be more effective than the classroom 
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condition of the intervention that was designed to develop middle-school students’ multivariable 

thinking through a scientific activity that students undertook collaboratively in pairs (Arvidsson 

& Kuhn, 2016). Given the results, the research reported here further investigates how to integrate 

technology that provides individualized supports in a classroom setting to make the intervention 

more scalable. As the first step of achieving scalability, this study investigated whether the 

intervention remained effective when the paper and pencils activities were replaced with this 

technology, Astro-world, in a similar classroom setting as in the previous study when the teacher 

actively led class discussions and engaged students (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016). 

Technology potentially frees teachers’ time, allowing them to tend to students’ individual 

needs. At the same time, how important is teacher involvement? Would the technology be able to 

help students develop the important skills of multivariable thinking without teachers’ active 

engagement? Therefore, as a second step, the present study also investigated whether the 

intervention described above as an automated-agent was effective when the program was 

administered without active teacher involvement. 

In the following sections, we reported on the current study to answer the following 

research questions: 

1. Would the intervention be effective in a classroom setting with active teacher 

engagement when the paper and pencil activities were replaced by a technology of 

an automated-agent? 

2. If the intervention continued to be effective, would students still benefit from the 

technology if teachers were no longer actively involved? 
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Chapter III: Method 

Participants 

Participants were 64 students from two sixth-grade classrooms of a public elementary 

school in the San Francisco Bay Area. The school population is 45% White, 37% Hispanic, 5% 

African American, 4% Asian, 10% other including Filipino, American Indian or Alaska Native, 

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander. About 50% of the student population is socioeconomically 

disadvantaged. About 45% perform at grade level on standardized Mathematics tests and about 

51% perform at grade level on standardized English Language Arts/Literacy tests. 

Each year, the school has two classrooms in the sixth grade and its policy is to 

intentionally assign students so that both classrooms share similar student demographics and 

performance levels. Each class has its own homeroom teacher but the two teachers each teach 

their subjects to both classes. 

One of these two classes participated in each of the two experimental conditions of the 

intervention (32 students each, 14 females in one and 13 in the other). An additional group of 56 

students (47% female) was drawn from two sixth grade classes the following year. They served 

as a business-as-usual control group. Students of all four classes showed similar demographics. 

They all shared the same mathematics and science teacher. All four performed similarly 

academically. On a 10-item written task of basic COV skill (prior to the intervention for 

experimental groups), there was no significant difference between the two experimental 

classrooms. 

Design and Procedure 

The design included two experimental conditions: a technology-with-teacher-

involvement (teacher-involved) condition and technology-only (tech-only) condition. In both 
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conditions, the automated-agent guided students through the activities; new problems only 

appeared when a problem was solved. Students worked in pairs throughout, with pairs chosen by 

matching gender when possible and matching performance in a 10-item basic COV skill written 

pretest. Whenever there was absence, students were paired with another student or student pairs 

so that they did not work alone. Each student pair shared one user account for the Astro-world 

program. Pairs were instructed to share their ideas and only respond when they had reached 

agreement.  

The problems, goals and activities that constituted the intervention were the same as 

those in the previously described studies (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016; Kuhn, Arvidsson, 

Lesperance, & Corprew, 2017). The only difference is that all activities were engaged 

electronically with an automated-agent, using the Astro-world program. In the intervention, 

additive-correlational relations are investigated between the factors and the outcome variable. 

Because the intervention is intended to introduce students to multivariable relations and it is a 

challenge for middle school students to understand additive effects, interaction effect, while an 

important concept, is beyond the scope of the current intervention. 

The intervention consisted of three phases of activities, taking place during between three 

and nine class sessions (varying by the rate of a pair’s progress through the phase) of 45 minutes 

each. The entire class began each phase at the same time, but within phases students progressed 

at an individual pace. Pairs who completed the first or second phase ahead of the rest of the class 

did unrelated work until all other pairs were ready to continue to the next phase.  

Throughout all three phases, in the teacher-involved condition, as student pairs interacted 

with the automated-agent in the program, the classroom teacher and the researcher circled the 

room actively to look for student pairs who appear to need help and engaged students as needed. 
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They never, however, suggested strategies for solving the problem. As needed, they further 

scaffolded students by encouraging them to read the prompts from the automated-agent out loud 

if students appeared to not be reading the prompt carefully, making sure that students were 

comprehending the prompts correctly; they may also observe conversations between the student 

pairs and helped them collaborate more productively, for example by listening to each other or 

by making sure that they discuss their ideas with each other and come to consensus before 

responding to the automated-agent. In addition, whole-class discussions were held at the end of 

each phase to allow students to share reports of how they solved the problems. During the class 

discussions, the researcher asked similar questions as the automated-agent did but, again, never 

provided hints or instructions for how the problems were to be solved. 

 In the tech-only condition, the teacher and the researcher facilitated the activities 

logistically but did not engage students actively throughout each session except for ordinary 

classroom management to ensure that students were on task. Throughout all three phases, the 

teacher and researcher were present in the room but passively waited for students to ask 

questions, which were mostly related to classroom management issues, such as whether they 

could go to the bathroom. In a few cases when the questions were about the activities, the 

researcher redirected students to read the prompt carefully to make sure that they understood 

what they were asked to do. The researcher also observed the classroom to make sure that 

students were on task and redirected them back to the activities if they were off task. No whole-

class discussions were held for students to share ideas with a larger group. 

Intervention  

In the first session, the researcher introduced Astro-world to the entire class using a 

powerpoint presentation She explained that the objective of Astro-world was to figure out what 
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matters to astronauts’ performance by reviewing records about astronaut candidates and their 

performances, the purpose being to predict the performance of new applicants and therefore 

select the best team. Once the researcher confirmed that students understood the objectives, they 

were asked to log on to the program online to begin the activities. 

At the left side of the online program is a chat window where an automated-agent “chats” 

with the student pairs. The right side of the program presents the student with the appropriate 

screen for the activity. Besides prompting students based on their responses for the specific 

activities, the automated-agent also periodically reminds students to decide together and remind 

them to talk to each other. Figure 1 shows the introduction to the program as it appeared on the 

screen. Figure 2 shows the initial screen in which participants began to interact with the agent. 

 

Figure 1. First screen that users see after logging on to the Astro-world. It asks the users about 

their beliefs 

Control of variables phase 

In this phase, students are to figure out whether fitness, parents’ health, family size and 

education matter by comparing individual records of astronauts. The program begins by asking 

students about their beliefs. It then lets students try selecting a record by selecting the levels of 
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each factor. The main activity then allows students to figure out whether a factor matters, one 

factor at a time, beginning with fitness and followed by parents’ health, family size, and 

education. For each target factor, the automated-agent asks students to choose whether they want 

to see one or two records and which record or records they want to see (see Figure 2 for an 

example). 

 

Figure 2. Automated-agent asking students which records they want to see 

As students make their selections, records are presented and students are asked to draw 

conclusions on whether the target factor matters. To successfully complete the activities in this 

phase, students must be able to select records that constitute a controlled comparison for a 

particular variable, in order to reach a valid conclusion regarding whether the target factor 

matters to astronaut performance. Once pairs do that successfully, they are asked to write a 

memo about what they found out. Only then do they proceed to investigate the next factor. 

 At each step, the automated-agent asks relevant questions. In the case of an invalid 

conclusion, the agent challenges students’ conclusion by pointing out its potential flaws, i.e., that 
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an alternative (uncontrolled) factor could be responsible for a variation in outcome. Participants 

are then invited to conduct further investigations. Holding variables constant, however, is never 

explicitly suggested as a strategy. See Figures 3 to 5 for examples. 

 

Figure 3. Automated-agent asking students about what they found out 

 

Figure 4. Automated-agent challenging students 
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Figure 5. Automated-agent asking students to write a memo about what they found out 

This phase ends when all four factors have been investigated and correct conclusions 

drawn (specifically that fitness, parent’s health and education are related to astronauts’ 

performance and family size is not). In the tech-only condition, students were then introduced to 

the next phase at the next class session. In the teacher-involved condition, at the end of this phase 

a class discussion was held and students were asked to demonstrate how they chose the records 

on a whiteboard in order to figure out whether a factor matters. The researcher then held 

discussions about the conclusions that follow based on students’ chosen records, in a manner 

paralleling the automated-agent in the program. This concluded the end of the first phase for the 

teacher-involved condition and students were then introduced to the next phase at the next class 

session. 

Chart reading phase 

In this phase, in addition to the four factors that students looked at in the previous phase, 

one more factor is added to be investigated. In both conditions, the researcher introduced 
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students to this phase by discussing with students whether they think firm conclusions can be 

made based on just the few records that they have looked at. They reach agreement that it would 

be better to examine a larger number of cases, and the researcher introduces them to a method of 

examining aggregate data. She told the students that by studying charts of data, it would be 

possible to see many more data than what they looked at in the previous phase. The automated-

agent then introduces and guides the students through interpreting such charts, following which 

pairs investigate the status of a factor as displayed on the data charts. See Figures 6 to 8 for 

illustrations of the automated-agent introducing this activity to students. 

 

Figure 6. Automated-agent introducing charts to students 
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Figure 7. Automated-agent ensuring that students understand how to read the charts 
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Figure 8. Automated-agent showing students that multiple factors matter to performance 

 The automated-agent then begins the activities for this phase by showing a chart of the 

Fitness factor to the students. The automated-agent then queries students about what they can 

conclude, again challenging them about their conclusions if warranted. Once students draw the 

correct conclusion based on the data presented, they write a memo about what they found out 

and then proceed to the next factor. See Figure 9 for an illustration of the activity in this phase. 

 Once all of the factors have been investigated, the automated-agent then asked the pair to 

provide a summary of what they found. If students offer a wrong conclusion in their summary, 

the automated-agent will ask them to review the chart again, querying them appropriately. At the 

end of this phase, and only in the teacher-involved condition, class discussion was held regarding 

data interpretation for the education factor (causal) and the home climate factor (non-causal).  

 

Figure 9. Automated-agent showing students a chart about Fitness 
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Prediction phase 

In the third and final phase, students are asked to make predictions about the performance 

of 10 new astronaut applicants and, finally, to choose the best team of 5. In both conditions, the 

researcher introduced students to this phase by telling them that they can now make use of what 

they have found to make the best predictions about new astronaut applicants . The automated-

agent then guided the students through the activities.  

Before students begin making predictions, the automated-agent asks students to identify 

up to four factors that they need information about for an applicant in order to make the best 

predictions (see Figure 10 for a sample screen). If a pair does not choose all of the causal factors 

(fitness, parents’ health, education), the agent presents the data chart for the missed causal factor 

and scaffold the students to review the chart again and recognize its relevance. 

 

Figure 10. Automated-agent asking students to select factors they would like to see about an 

applicant in order to predict the performance of the applicant 
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The automated-agent then presents students with one astronaut applicant at a time, 

including that applicant’s status on all of the relevant factors and one non-relevant (non-

predictive) factor. Pairs then predict the performance of the applicant (see Figure 11). Once the 

prediction is made, pairs are asked about the factors that mattered to their predictions (see Figure 

12). If they choose anything other than only the three relevant factors, they are again presented 

with the corresponding data charts to review. They then have an opportunity to revise their 

predictions if they wish.  

 

Figure 11. Automated-agent asking students to predict the performance of an applicant 
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Figure 12. Automated-agent asking students about what mattered to their prediction 

Once students completed their predictions for all 10 applicants, they were asked to 

choose the best team of 5 applicants (see Figure 13). In the teacher-involved condition, a 

concluding class discussion occurs in which a tally of students’ predictions was presented and 

students were able to see how much agreement existed. Disagreements were discussed, and 

relevant data charts reviewed together to resolve them. Finally, the researcher reviewed students’ 

initial beliefs about the role of the factors and how many differences in belief there were. Now 

there were few if any disagreements. In the tech-only condition, a similar tally of students’ 

predictions is presented but no further demonstrations were held on how predictions were made. 

Finally, in both conditions, the researcher reviewed students’ initial beliefs about the role of the 

factors and how many differences in belief there were. Now there were few if any disagreements. 

In conclusion, in both conditions, the researcher emphasized the power and importance of 

investigating and obtaining data, rather than relying only on beliefs. 
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Figure 13. Automated-agent asking students to select the best team of five applicants 

Posttests 

A far-transfer posttest was administered two weeks after completion of the intervention. 

The contents of the assessments described below were unrelated to what was in the intervention. 

Students worked on these paper and pencils tests individually without any scaffolding. The same 

assessments were administered to the control group during the same period of the academic year. 

COV 

A three-item task of two levels of complexity was used to assess students’ COV skill in a 

context unrelated to the intervention. For each item, students were asked to select among a 

multiple choice of two cases in order to investigate the effect of a specified factor on an outcome. 

There were two variables in the first two items and three variables in the third item. See Figure 

14 for an example and Appendix A for the complete task. 
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Figure 14. An example of the COV task. 

Life Expectancy (LE) posttest 

A 6-item task was used to assess multivariable analysis and prediction skills introduced 

in the intervention with new content. The task was previously used for this purpose among adults 

(Kuhn, Ramsey, & Arvidsson, 2015), high school (Kuhn, Arvidsson, Lesperance, & Corprew, 

2017) and middle school (Arvidsson & Kuhn, 2016) populations. It was previously reported on 
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by Kuhn, Ramsey, and Arvidsson (2015). Using authentic but simplified data from a World 

Bank 2010 report, the task presented factors (Employment, Family size, Education, Home 

Climate) found predictive of average life expectancy across countries and one non-contributing 

factor (Country size). See Figure 15 for the information presented to the students. 

Students were asked to make predictions regarding the category of life expectancy (very 

lo, lo, medium, and hi) of additional countries based on information provided to them about the 

relations between each factor and average life expectancy of countries. After each prediction was 

made, they were asked to circle all of the factors that mattered to their prediction. This was to 

evaluate how well students were able to explicitly attribute all the causal factors to make the best 

predictions possible. Three practice items were given to students to ensure that they understood 

the task. Another six items were used to assess their skills. See Appendix B for the complete 

task. 
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Figure 15. Introduction to the LE task. 
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Chapter IV: Results 

Progression through the Intervention 

Pairs in the teacher-involved condition spent four 45-min class sessions in the first phase, 

three sessions in the second phase, and two sessions in the final phase. Pairs in the tech-only 

condition spent three 45 minutes class sessions in the first phase, three sessions in second phase, 

and one session in the final phase. On average, students in the teacher-involved condition spent a 

total of 169 minutes engaged with the Astro-world program while those in the tech-only 

condition spent an average total of 136 minutes. 

Posttest Performance 

Posttest measures served to assess students’ mastery of COV and multivariable 

reasoning, as well as the control of variables logic that we believe to be a necessary foundation 

for it. 

COV performance 

To find out whether the intervention was effective in improving the foundation skills of 

making controlled comparisons, we compared the percentages of those who successfully made 

controlled comparisons in all three items of the COV task between the experimental and the 

control conditions (see Table 1). Three 2x2 Chi-square comparisons with Bonferroni correction 

to maintain a familywise Type I error rate of .05 were made. Therefore, instead of the standard 

alpha of 0.05, alpha was set to 0.05 divided by 3, which is 0.017. A higher percentage of students 

in the teacher-involved condition (60%) consistently selected controlled comparison compared to 

the percentage of the control group (37.5%), however, the differences did not reach significance, 

, X2(1) = 3.13, p = 0.077. Similarly, the tech-only condition (55.6%) had a higher percentage of 

students who consistently selected controlled comparison compared to the percentage of the 
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control group (37.5%) but the difference was not significant, X2(1) = 1.74, p = 0.187. There was 

also no significant difference between the two experimental conditions found, X2(1) = 0, p = 

0.944. Consistently, correlational analyses between students’ COV posttest and their COV 

pretest scores were significant for both conditions, r(20) = .63, p = .002 for the teacher-involved 

condition and r(23) = .44, p = .028 for the tech-only condition. 

 

Table 1. Percentages of Students who Consistently Made Controlled Comparison by Condition 

 

Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

Consistent controlled comparison 60.0% (18) 55.6% (15) 37.5% (21) 
Others 40.0% (12) 44.4% (12) 62.5% (35) 

Note. N = 30 in the teacher-involved condition, 27 for tech-only condition and 56 for control 

condition. 

In sum, while a higher percentage of students in the teacher-involved and the tech-only 

group out performed those in the control group in mastering the COV skills, the differences were 

not statistically significant. 

Multivariable thinking and prediction 

To assess the accuracy of students’ predictions on the multivariable reasoning task, 

prediction errors for each item were calculated. There are four prediction levels (very lo, lo, 

medium, hi). The error score indicates the difference between the student’s prediction from the 

correct prediction. There are three possible scores for each item: a score of zero indicates that 

there is no error in the prediction; an error score of one and an error score of two indicate that the 

student’s prediction is one or two levels, respectively, too low or too high. An error score cannot 

exceed two. To take into the consideration that students might make careless mistake as they 
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calculate the level of their predictions in some of the items, the modal error score will be used to 

analyze how well students made predictions. See Table 2 for the percentages of students with 

modal error score of zero for different conditions. 

We compared the percentages of those who had a error score of zero as their modal 

prediction error score in the LE task between the experimental and the control conditions. Three 

2x2 Chi-square comparisons were again analyzed. Similarly, Bonferroni correction was made to 

maintain a familywise Type I error rate of .05 for the contingency table, therefore alpha was 

again set to 0.017. Higher percentages of students in the teacher-involved condition (87.1%) 

were significantly less likely to make errors in their predictions than those in the control group 

(58.9%), X2(1) = 6.14, p = 0.013. There was nearly no difference between the percentage of 

students in the tech-only condition (59.3%) and the control condition (58.9%) in having zero 

modal error score, X2(1) = 0, p = 1. The teacher-involved condition (87.1%) also made less error 

than the tech-only condition (59.3%), but the difference was not significant, X2(1) = 4.47, p = 

0.034. 

Table 2. Percentages of Students who Most Frequently Made Correct Predictions by Condition 

Modal prediction error score out of 6 items Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

zero error  87.1% (27) 59.3% (16) 58.9% (33) 
error score of 1 or more 12.9% (4) 40.7% (11) 41.1% (23) 

Note. N = 31 in the teacher-involved condition; n = 27 in the tech-only condition and n = 56 in 

the control condition. 

Also examined was degree of consistency in attributing predictive power to a factor. A 

score from 1 to 5 was assigned based on pattern of answers across the six items. These were 

defined as follows: 
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5 - Chose four contributing factors completely consistently across 6 countries  

4 - Chose multiple consistent (but not all four causal) factors across 6 countries  

3 - Chose multiple but inconsistent factors across 6 countries 

2 - Chose only one consistent factor across 6 countries 

1 - Chose only one but inconsistent factor across 6 countries 

Table 3 displays the distribution of the attribution scores by condition. Majority of 

students in the teacher-involved (65.4%) and a portion in the tech-only (36%) and control 

(28.3%) group , mastered the multivariable thinking skills and scored the perfect score of five. 

They were able to consistently consider all contributing factors (and only the contributing 

factors) when they made their predictions. A small portion of students scored 4 (7.7% of teacher-

involved, 12% of tech-only, and 13.2% of control group), they were able to consistently refer to 

the same factors for all their predictions, however, they either omitted some of the contributing 

factors or included the non-contributing factor, potentially demonstrating successful 

understanding of consistent relationships between variables and that multiple factors contributing 

to an outcome and yet, their beliefs of what factors mattered potentially hindered them choosing 

all of the contributing factors. Majority of those in the tech-only (44%) and the control (54.7%) 

group scored 3 who inconsistently attributing more than one factor to their predictions. They 

appeared to have some understanding of multiple factors possibly contributing to an outcome, 

however, such an understanding was unstable and was potentially influenced by their beliefs. A 

few students in the tech-only (8%) and control groups (3.8%) only considered one inconsistent 

factor for all of their predictions demonstrating a lack of understanding for consistent 

relationships between variables and that multiple factors contribute to an outcome. 

Table 3. Percentages of Students in Different Attribution Pattern by Condition 
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Attribution pattern Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

5 - Chose four contributing factors completely 
consistently across 6 countries 65.4% (17) 36% (9) 28.3% (15) 
4 - Chose multiple consistent (but not all four 
causal) factors across 6 countries  7.7% (2) 12.0% (3) 13.2% (7) 
3 - Chose multiple but inconsistent factors 
across 6 countries 26.9% (7) 44.0% (11) 54.7% (29) 
1 - Chose a single varying factor as predictor 
across 6 countries 0.0% () 8.0% (2) 3.8% (2) 

Note. N = 26 in the teacher-involved condition; n = 25 in the tech-only condition and n = 53 in 

the control condition. 

 To answer the research questions, we compared the percentages of only those who 

demonstrated mastery in multivariable thinking skills, scoring the perfect score of five, by 

consistently attributing all (and only) four contributing factors when making their predictions 

between different conditions. See Table 4 for the percentages of those who acquired score of five 

in different conditions. Similar to previous analyses, three 2x2 Chi-square comparisons were 

analyzed. Bonferroni correction was made to maintain a familywise Type I error rate of .05 for 

the contingency table, therefore alpha was again set to 0.017. 

For the first research question, Chi-square comparison showed that the teacher-involved 

group (65.4%) had a significantly higher percentage of students who mastered the LE task in 

attributing all (and only) four contributing factors consistently across all six countries than the 

control group (28.3%), X2(1) = 8.47, p = 0.004. This showed that the intervention continued to be 

effective in developing multivariable thinking when combining an automated-agent with active 

teacher engagement. 

However, for the second research question, no significant difference was found between 

the tech-only group (36%) and the control group (28.3%), X2(1) = 0.18, p = 0.671. In addition, 
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no significant difference was found between the teacher-involved group (65.4%) and the tech-

only group (36%), X2(1) = 3.31, p = 0.069. This showed that the effectiveness of the intervention 

was no longer seen when the automated-agent was used without active teacher engagement. 

Table 4. Percentages of Students who Attributed Consistently to All Contributing Factors by 

Condition 

Attribution pattern Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

5 - Chose four contributing factors completely 
consistently across 6 countries 65.4% (17) 36% (9) 28.3% (15) 
Others 34.6% (9) 64.0% (16) 71.7% (38) 

Note. N = 26 in the teacher-involved condition; n = 25 in the tech-only condition and n = 53 in 

the control condition. 

COV as a foundation for multivariable reasoning 

 A further post-hoc analysis attempted to understand how students performed in the LE 

task between the teacher-involved and the control group for those who mastered the COV skills 

and for those who did not. The analyses were made by making the comparisons between the two 

conditions separately for those who mastered the COV skills (scoring the maximum of 4) and 

those who did not. Table 5 displays the percentages of students who mastered the LE task by 

consistently attributing all contributing factors when making predictions among those who 

scored 4 for the COV task between different conditions. Table 6 displays the same thing but for 

those who scored 3 or below for the COV task. 

Z tests were used to compare the observed cell frequencies of teacher-involved versus the 

control group for those who mastered the LE task. To distribute the risk of Type I error, the chi-

square critical value from the entire 2x3 contingency table will be used to test for significance 
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(Sharpe, 2015). The corresponding critical value for degree of freedom of two is z = +/-2.45. 

Among those who mastered COV (see Table 5), a significantly higher percentage of students in 

the teacher-involved group (81.3%) achieved mastery of multivariable reasoning (by consistently 

choosing only and all of the causal factors in their attribution judgments) than those in the 

control group (42.9%), z = 2.648 > |+/-2.45|. On the other hand, among the subgroup who did not 

master COV (see Table 6), there was no significant difference between the teacher-involved 

(33.3%) and control conditions (18.8%), z = 0.859 < |+/-2.45| for those who achieved mastery of 

multivariable reasoning. 

Table 5. Percentages of Students who Attributed Consistently to All Contributing Factors by 

Condition for Students with High COV scores (scores of 4) 

Attribution pattern Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

5 - Chose four contributing factors completely 
consistently across 6 countries 81.3% (13) 53.3% (8) 42.9% (9) 
Others  18.7% (3) 46.7% (7) 57.1% (12) 

Note. N = 16 in the teacher-involved condition; n = 15 in the tech-only condition and n = 21 in 

the control condition. 

Table 6. Percentages of Students who Attributed Consistently to All Contributing Factors by 

Condition for Students with Low COV scores (less than 4) 

Attribution pattern Teacher-
involved 
condition 

Tech-only 
condition 

Control 
condition 

5 - Choose four contributing factors 
completely consistently across 6 countries 33.3% (3) 10% (1) 18.8% (6) 
Others 66.7% (6) 90.0% (9) 81.3% (26) 
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Note. N = 9 in the teacher-involved condition; n = 10 in the tech-only condition and n = 32 in the 

control condition. 

In sum, students performed best on the multivariable task when they had both achieved 

the conceptual foundation of COV and received the benefit of teacher-involved interactions. 

Students were unlikely to perform well when they had neither. 
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Chapter V: Discussion 

It is no easy task to effectively engage middle-school students in science practice. 

Besides designing materials and choosing contents that develop the appropriate skills, to 

establish a curriculum that will work well in a classroom, there are many challenges, such as 

creating activities that students find engaging and finding ways to scaffold students as they need 

help. The goal of this study was to address some of these challenges by adapting a curriculum 

that was successful in engaging middle school students into a technology that makes 

individualized scaffolding possible even in a classroom setting. In addition, the study examined 

whether students would benefit from the technology even without teacher’s active engagement. 

We saw here that the Astro-world intervention continued to be effective when the paper 

and pencil activities were replaced with an online technology in a regular classroom setting. The 

three phases of activities allowed students to experience science as a practice in a collaborative 

effort with their partners: The COV phase helped students strengthen their foundation of 

experimental design while the chart reading phase helped them see the need for more data. 

Finally, the prediction phase solidified the need to refer to empirical data rather than relying only 

on beliefs in order to make accurate predictions. In addition, the social science context of 

choosing astronauts to go to space seemed to have kept the students interested and engaged.  

According to the teachers, students enjoyed working on the activities: 

The students enjoyed the activity as it was a change from their usual routine. The 

process was informative. 

The program was easy to use and implement with our 1:1 computer to student 

ratio. It could easily be used during our computer lab time. In fact, if possible, I would 

like to use it in the future. 
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The overall reception was positive… Sustained concentration like that is not easy 

for some. However, students had positive things to say about the program... and it was a 

new way for them to engage with material.  

At the same time, we also saw the effectiveness disappear when teachers were no longer 

actively engaged. In addition, students who benefited most were predominantly among those 

who mastered the foundational control of variable skills. 

Advancing Metacognition and Epistemological Thinking 

The intervention was effective in helping students develop multivariable thinking. By 

mastering the LE task, a delayed far-transfer task new to the students, in consistently attributing 

only and all contributing factors when they made their predictions, the most successful students 

potentially demonstrated more advanced level of epistemological thinking and strong 

metacognitive skills in solving these tasks. These students were able to persistently refer to the 

data provided as they performed the task at hand. 

Having the epistemological understanding that knowledge is constructed by evaluating 

evidence and the recognition that the relationships between contributing factors hold across 

scenarios and must always be taken into consideration; and the metacognitive skills to regulate 

and repeatedly put aside their own preconceived ideas of what factors mattered to life expectancy 

might have helped these students perform consistently well in the LE task. These skills are not 

readily displayed even in the untrained adult population (Kuhn, Ramsey, & Arvidsson, 2015). 

Belief bias has long been known to influence one’s ability to think critically (Evans, 2003); in 

the face of evidence, when it contradicts one’s belief, evidence tends to be rejected or ignored 

(Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, & Zohar, 1995). The difficulty of making judgment based on evidence 

especially when it contradicts one’s belief was found to possibly stem from the heuristic 
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processes to respond based on intuition while logical reasoning requires higher effort and 

cognitive load (Evans, 2003). The intervention might have helped students retain the higher 

effort of making logical reasoning by inhibiting their beliefs even weeks later when performing 

new tasks in a different context. 

COV as Foundation 

Although the intervention helped students develop multivariable thinking, our results 

showed that mastering COV skills was crucial to the success. This provided further support to 

the need to developing scientific thinking not as isolated procedural knowledge but rather as a 

practice, by providing a context for investigation (such as to solve a social problem) and an 

incentive for doing science. While the result did not reach significance, possibly due to the small 

sample size and a lack of power, about 20% more students in the experimental groups performed 

better than the control group in the delayed COV far-transfer posttest task. The multi-phase 

activities provided practices and strengthened the COV skills that are fundamental to the 

understanding of designing experiments and testing hypotheses. All of these might have 

contributed to enhancement of epistemological thinking by showing students what they believed 

may not align with what the data showed. Mastering the COV skills may imply that students 

have also better grasp in the crucial role of empirical data. 

Argumentative Scaffolding at the Right Time 

The success of the intervention involving the automated-agent among 6th graders was an 

encouraging first step in our attempt to scalably provide individualized scaffolding to students in 

developing the critical scientific thinking skill of multivariable thinking. While auto-tutors have 

been successful in improving students’ domain specific knowledge acquisition, less investigated 

is how similar technology may be effective in developing students’ scientific thinking in general. 
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Success was found in technology that provided customized just-in-time hints/instructions in 

helping students develop COV skills (Sao Pedro, Gobert, & Baker, 2014). However, given the 

limited success of direct instruction in developing deep understanding of COV skills among 

lower-performing students (Lorch, Lorch, Calderhead et al., 2010) and that feedbacks and 

explanation from tutors tend to predict shallow learning (Chi, Siler, & Jeong et. al., 2001), our 

results add insight into how an automated-agent can provide scaffolding that challenges students 

to reflect on their own thinking. Such scaffolding may be crucial to success in a school with only 

45% students performing at grade level on standardized tests. Most importantly, the current 

results showed that technology can support students’ developing more than simply procedural 

knowledge, instead, help advance students’ epistemological and metacognitive thinking as 

discussed earlier. 

The teachers found the technology to have served well in engaging in dialogues with the 

students. For example, here was some of the feedback from the teachers: 

 Overall, I was impressed with the program's ability to anticipate student answers 

and generally guide them to understand the concept of how to control variables.  

 The program was good in that it was simple for the students to understand and 

allowed them to interact with their partners to create responses.  

Based on what they observed, the teachers also felt that scientific thinking skills 

improved: 

 I'd expect them to do a little better at not taking their opinions at face value, but 

realize that they have to test opinions as hypotheses. I would hope that they would be 

able to transfer the argument work into their class writing, and vice versa. 
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I would expect the students to generalize the concept of how to test for single 

variables within the context of science.  

Much of the success may be due to the technology’s ability to scaffold students at the 

time of the activities to help them reflect on their thinking. An example is student pair A’s early 

dialog below: 

Auto-agent: Ok. So you think that Fitness makes a difference to performance in space. 

What makes you say that? 

Student pair A: You have to be strong to be in space 

Auto-agent: That may be true. But can we really tell for sure that Fitness makes a 

difference to performance in space? Couldn’t someone say that it is because John 

has Excellent for Parents' Health and that is why Jan has a lower grade than John? 

Can you really know for sure that Fitness gave Jan a lower grade? 

Student pair A: No, I am not sure. 

In the above dialog, these students drew their conclusions based on their beliefs. But then 

later, after a few tries, it can be seen that the answers of this same pair to a similar question 

changed; instead, they pointed to the data as justification for their conclusion. It appeared that 

their epistemological thinking advanced as the automated-agent pointed to the flaws in their 

conclusions. 

Auto-agent: What makes you say that? 

Student pair A: the records told us Stewart is better at fitness and so had a higher grade 

In addition, students also had the chance to practice making counterarguments as you can 

see in the dialog below from the same students above: 
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Auto-agent: Ok. Can you be sure that Fitness makes a difference to performance in space 

then? 

Student pair A: Yes, I am sure. 

Auto-agent: Now, Suppose someone disagrees with you and doesn't think that Fitness 

makes a difference to performance in space. What would you say to them? 

Student pair A: Fitness matters and we know because the records say that it does even if 

both people have the same parents' health, family size, and education. 

In this above response, the same students who advanced their thinking to draw their 

conclusions based on what they learned from the data were also able to articulate their strategy 

and point to the data as evidence that supported their argument to justify their claim and counter 

their opponents. 

These dialogues demonstrate the way the automated-agent helped students advance their 

own thinking, at their own pace. Rather than providing hints, by questioning and challenging 

students’ conclusions, the agent enabled students to reflect on the flaws in their own thinking and 

possibly revise it. 

Let Teachers Teach – Automated-agent Complementing Teachers 

While the intervention was found successful, the effectiveness disappeared when active 

teacher involvement was removed. Even though students in the tech-only condition completed 

all the activities, they did not perform better than the control group in the delayed far-transfer 

tasks. In other words, because the activities were structured so that the automated-agent only 

advanced students to the next task once they exhibited the skills needed to complete the task at 

hand, students in both experimental groups achieved all of the skills during the intervention. 
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However those in the tech-only group were less able to retain them and transfer them to the new 

tasks at the delayed posttest. 

There are many possible reasons why the intervention lost effectiveness without active 

teacher involvement. First of all, when the teacher was actively participating in the intervention 

by leading class discussions and circulating the classroom observing students and asking 

questions, the amount of scaffolding experienced by students would likely be more than those 

experienced in the tech-only classroom. The increased frequency of scaffolding, especially the 

kind that prompted reflections rather than the ones provided feedbacks, might have led to more 

constructive responses from students, which may in turn lead to more effective learning (Chi, 

Siler, & Jeong et. al., 2001). In this environment, students may have learned more directly from 

interacting with the teacher and indirectly from the perceived active presence of the teacher. The 

following factors might be at work: Social context may have increased students’ motivation for 

deeper engagement and metacognition, which may have led to deeper learning. Modeling may 

have strengthened what students had learned in the activities while supporting better 

collaborations. Direct interaction with the teacher may have provided regulation to students that 

struggled to self-regulate. 

Social context – problem solving together 

In the teacher-involved condition, teacher led discussions about how to solve the 

problems at the end of each phase. Teachers’ active presence may have conveyed a positive 

attitude towards to the problems the class worked together to solve and projected onto the 

students the importance of learning. It creates a shared sense of why these activities were worth 

participating in. 
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During these discussions, teacher scaffolded students in front of the class and called on 

different students to help solve the problem. In this way, the whole class worked together in 

finding the best strategy and providing better supported arguments to the teacher’s challenges. 

Students observed the mistakes that other students made when discussing with the teacher and 

they sometimes participated in discovering the flaws of a proposed solution or coming up with 

better solutions. This social environment of class discussions afforded students the chance to 

solidify their learning by reflecting back on their own activities with the automated-agent and 

then practiced the best strategies by interacting with the rest of the class. Excerpt from a class 

discussion in a previous study demonstrated how students might benefit from a class discussion. 

Student H.: I think that home climate does matter… Because, what if their home 

climate… When they are doing the test, what if it’s like hot and then, say, they are 

not so used to being cold, maybe that can also like give them a bad performance. 

Teacher: Remember how we talked about opinion versus data? What does the data show 

in terms of home climate. (Showed the relevant chart on whiteboard). So, what 

does the data tell us about home climate. 

Student H.: The people… oh…  

(Teacher described what were on the axes of the chart) 

Student H.: This is the same amount. Everybody who scored like different levels… it’s 

the same amount of people in cold climate. 

Teacher: So according to this data, I hear what you are saying, you made a good point. 

But according to this data, does it matter? 

Student H.: No. 

Other students calling out unsolicited: no. no. 
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(Teacher described the chart again and repeating the conclusion made by the students).  

Teacher: And it seems like, as you just said, that it doesn’t make a difference. 

Student H.: We… me and (partner) decided that home climate does matter. 

Teacher: Ok, what evidence did you use to support that? How did you decide… How did 

you conclude that home climate matters? 

Student H.: So, because... I mean... we have no evidence. 

Teacher: So you use your opinion to say that… you don’t have any evidence to support 

that, right, actually the evidence contradicts what you are saying, right? And 

that’s ok. We made predictions and then we try to go to the data to see if it’s right 

or wrong…. 

Teacher: So does anyone want to add anything here. 

Student B.: At first I had a B, now, I think he got an A because he had cold home climate. 

But, home climate doesn’t matter. So, I think he got an A. 

In the above discussion, Student H lacked the metacognition to put away his beliefs even 

after the teacher worked with him to review the data and that he acknowledged that data 

contradicted his belief. He insisted on what he believed was true and only came to the realization 

of the weakness of his claim when the teacher challenged him, which led him to finally 

recognize that he had no evidence to support his claim, requiring a more advanced 

epistemological thinking. At the same time, Student B observed the discussion and learned of her 

own mistake and corrected her solution. This type of development through observations of others 

being scaffolded is consistent with previous findings that observations of students being tutored 

also helped the observers learn effectively especially when the observers were afforded with the 

opportunity to collaboratively solve similar problems by interacting with a partner (Chi, Roy, & 
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Hausmann, 2008). The missing class discussions in the tech-only condition may have robbed the 

students the chance to this kind of overall reflections and practice in a social environment. 

Encouraging better self-regulation 

As the teacher circulated the room and observed student pairs interacting with the 

program, if the teacher saw that students were struggling, the teacher might redirect students to 

re-read the prompts or to read them aloud if the students appeared not to have comprehended 

them correctly or have repeatedly misread them. There is also the challenge of repetition. Some 

lower performing students expressed the view that the questions were repetitive. In fact, they 

hadn’t read the prompts carefully. For example, a pair of students showed frustration, saying “we 

answerd this like 3 times already”. They did not realize that the cases they chose to compare 

were different each time. One time, they chose a pair of cases reflecting an uncontrolled 

comparison; the second time, they chose a pair of cases with unvarying levels for all factors, and 

then the third time, they chose a pair of cases with the investigated factor unvarying. Although 

the automated-agent tried to guide the students differently each time, the students perceived the 

prompts as repetitions. 

If students perceive the teacher to be nearby, concerned with everyone’s progress, they 

may have greater motivation to continue to think deeply. Although the automated-agent was 

designed to detect situations where students needed extra prompting and provide them 

accordingly, by verbally rephrasing the questions, a live teacher may have helped alleviate 

frustration and reassure students that the issue at hand was worth attending to. Some eacher 

below comments support this interpretation: 

 My quick learners got a little bored with the repetitive nature of the task - 

because they had 4 variables, they had to go through the same procedure 4 times. I'm not 
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sure how one could fix or change this though. My slower workers also go a little 

frustrated, partly, I think because once they were finished with the first attribute, they 

didn't realize they would need to go through all 4. Sustained concentration like that is not 

easy for some... 

Repetition was the biggest one[challenge], though some did not realize that they 

were having to repeat because they were getting the wrong answer/not understanding the 

concept. Knowing when you don't know something is hard for them.  

Improving collaboration 

During the class discussions, while those who answered questions profited from directly 

interacting with the teacher by explaining their solutions, students who observed these 

interactions may have learned from modeling, both with respect to how the problem was solved 

but also in how the teacher asked questions. The same was true when teachers interacted directly 

with individual pairs. This kind of modeling may have helped students to become better at 

collaborating to solve the problems at hand. Even if students are talking to each other and are 

asking each other questions, it does not mean that they are asking good questions (Choi, Land, & 

Turgeon, 2005). Besides asking good questions, more teacher engagement may also help 

encourage students to better work together. This was one of the challenges noted by a teacher: 

The greatest challenge is ensuring that the partners were indeed working together 

and one student was not taking over. 

As the teacher challenged students through class discussions and while interacting with 

student pairs, these verbal interactions enable the teacher to promote better argumentation by 

reinforcing the types of argumentative reasoning exhibited by the automated-agent. For example, 

one student pair repeatedly provided no counterarguments when the automated-agent challenged 
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them (by asking, “Suppose someone disagrees with you… What would you say to them?”). Their 

answers were repeatedly, “no” and “they are wrong”. While students tended to eventually 

provide better counterarguments toward the end of the intervention, if a teacher observed these 

repeated responses early on, the teacher might have been able to intervene sooner and therefore 

students would have had more effective practice of argumentation skills. 

More teaching time 

Perhaps one of the most important features of individualized scaffolding through 

automated-agent is to allow teachers to better utilize their time in the classroom. When the 

teacher was actively engaged in the intervention, students not only learned from the activities 

and interacting with the automated-agent, they were also afforded more valuable time with the 

teacher. Besides the potential benefits of better self-regulation and better collaboration and 

argumentation, other social benefits of interacting with the teacher may have also indirectly 

encouraged learning. Below feedback from a teacher showed how the teacher appreciated more 

time with the students: 

 Yes. Roaming is always necessary, but this allowed me to spend more time with 

struggling students and know that those that were able to work independently were engaged.  

Limitations and Future Work 

While the comparisons between the two experimental conditions provided useful insights 

in how technology may be employed in a classroom, given the limitation of a quasi-experimental 

design, it is not possible to draw definitive conclusion that the differences in posttest 

performances were due to the differences between the experimental conditions. Without a 

randomized controlled experiment, no causal relations can be inferred. To minimize the impact 

of this limitation, the school involved in this study has the policy to assign students so that two 
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sixth grade classrooms have similar demographics and performance levels; and that they share 

the same teacher for each subject. In addition, COV pretest comparison was made for the two 

classrooms, which showed that there was no significant difference between the average COV 

pretest scores between the two classrooms. 

As described in the feedbacks from the teachers, perceived repetition is one of the biggest 

weakness in the technology that potentially results in disengagement from the students. 

Improving the scaffolding to detect boredom and that students may be perceiving repetition in 

order to more explicitly direct students to the flaws of their solutions may help reduce confusions 

that students experienced by feeling that they were asked to do the same thing over and over 

again. 

In addition, improving the technology by adding feature to help teachers easily review 

students’ progress or to highlight students who may be struggling could potentially help direct 

teachers’ attention to students in need. This type of features also may help teacher hold better 

class discussions to address struggles that are common among students. 

As pointed out the feedback from the teacher, sometimes one student in the student pair 

may take over the task or that one student may be disengaged and therefore resulting in a lack of 

collaboration. Finding ways to improve the technology so that it better reinforces more balanced 

participations between the pairs and helping them learn how to ask better questions may help 

students achieve better collaborations. 

Because the technology captures all of the input from the students, there are potentials in 

further analyzing students’ responses that can help better understand how students progress 

through the technology. Such analyses can help discover ways that can improve the intervention. 
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In addition, the results showed encouragement in how intervention of this kind 

potentially helps students regulate against their beliefs. Additional studies with assessment tasks 

that present students with information in which students have higher stakes in their beliefs may 

help better gauge the level of effectiveness in helping students regulate against biases that they 

hold more dearly than neutral topics such as life expectancy.  

Conclusion 

The encouraging results from this study showed that technology can help make 

personalized scaffolding more scalable. Argumentative scaffolding such as the type used in this 

intervention, when delivered just at the right time, can help students develop beyond narrow 

procedural knowledge and instead acquire more advanced epistemological thinking and 

metacognitive skills that are needed to solve more complex problems. In an era when 

information of all levels of qualities are over abundantly available, the ability to put aside belief 

bias to evaluate evidence is an important skill to becoming a productive citizen. 

As technologies become more powerful, our results provide insight into how technology 

can be effectively integrated into classrooms. Made clear here is that while technology can be 

helpful, it merely complements teachers’ teaching. Social context afforded by whole-class 

discussions is an important factor that cannot be easily omitted. Active engagement from a 

teacher was not only more effective but was essential to the success of learning. Technology is a 

tool that allows teachers to spend more valuable time with students. Technology affords teachers 

with more chances to have meaningful interactions with the whole class and individually. 

Technology may also help capture data that can help us better understand how teachers can 

improve their teaching. 
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